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This is the third article in our series called A Place for Worship.

Through this series,
drawing on our experience with hundreds of church projects, we hope to provide a resource
for churches who want to create facilities that help support their ministry goals.
We will explore important principles of how to create excellent spaces that inspire worship,
encourage community, and facilitate spiritual growth. We look forward to sharing this
journey with you. - Steve Hammer, BPH Architects

“...grow in grace and
knowledge of our Lord...”
As 2 Peter 3:18 says, we are to grow in the
grace and knowledge of our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ. The Christian life is
one of change and growth.

Kinetic architecture
Flexibility, adaptability and expandability are
important considerations in church design. Flexibility
or multi-use of spaces is critical to get the most out of
the facility by meeting the most ministry needs for the
best value. Adaptability helps the building adjust as
priorities evolve and change over time. Expandability
allows for the church to grow over time while
maintaining balance in all of the functional program
spaces.

It stands to reason that a place for worship
should also grow and change to meet the
ever-changing ministry needs of the
church.
the main auditorium to accommodate 800 seats, but
we allowed for future growth within the original
building shell by removing temporary rooms at the
back and finishing a balcony that was provided as
unfinished shell space in Phase I.
More common is when the worship center is relocated
to successively larger facilities and the old worship area
is re-purposed for something else.

In this installment of our newsletter, we want to show
many examples of how these three elements are used
successfully in different church buildings.
Master Planning and Phasing
As discussed in the previous article, a long-range plan
can help the church accommodate growth in logical,
affordable steps. Many of our repeat clients have
given us the honor of designing additions to original
buildings we have done for them. From this, we have
learned that planning the initial phases carefully to
allow for easy expansion is the key to a successful
road map for development.
One of the most important considerations is the size
of the worship center auditorium (or sanctuary).
Planning for expansion of the seating as the church
grows takes creativity and foresight. At Timberlake
Church east of Redmond, we designed

At Lake City Community Church in Lakewood (pictured
above, just now completing construction), the old
sanctuary is designed to become the main lobby /
gathering space for the church as part of the new
sanctuary addition project.
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Another example of phasing to
accommodate future growth is
Gateway Fellowship in Poulsbo,
where Phase II was separated
from Phase I with a breezeway to
avoid costly fire sprinklers in the
existing buildings. Later, it can be
filled in when the church has the
budget for the existing building
upgrades.
Phasing can include buildings
with unfinished shell space that
can be completed with volunteer
labor as funds become available.
Timberlake used this technique
for expansion with the unfinished
balcony, and Lake City with an
unfinished basement.
Adaptable Space
Probably the most interesting type
of kinetic design is in adaptable
spaces. On the cover of this
edition is our second phase for
New Community Church at which
we provided fully glazed
motorized garage doors that open
to bring the outside in and
provide canopies to expand the
outdoor area under cover. We
have also used glazed garage
doors inside buildings. Kent
Covenant used one to separate a
youth chapel from the lobby.
The most common method for
creating adaptable spaces is

Operable walls in a fellowship hall
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through the use of operable
walls. These high quality, soundattenuating walls can be folded
away to open two smaller spaces
into one larger space. They can
even be motorized as in the large
operable wall at Seattle Christian
School gym.

This allows SCS to open it up for
one large space for special events
(graduation, concerts), close it to
provide a lobby space for
functions in the gym and for a
commons / lunch room, and
provides three basketball courts
for tournaments, and multiple PE
classes.
Other techniques used in
adaptable spaces include flexible
seating, movable platforms, and
technology solutions.
In addition to the bleachers
shown above in the SCS gym,
there are other types of flexible
seating. At Lake Burien
Presbyterian, we specified pews
with individual seat pads to
define the seat spacing and

Motorized blinds and projection screens

improve efficiency. They also use
chairs in the front few rows with
matching wood and fabric,
providing a flexible seating layout.
Movable platforms come in a wide
array of options. New Community
uses Intellistage portable aluminum
framed staging that can be
collapsed and stored or
reconfigured as needed. University
Presbyterian uses a fold-up stage
by Interkal, similar to bleachers.
One of the most creative solutions
we have provided is a lazy Susan
thrust stage that rotates under the
main stage. This was done at
Camano Chapel and at Lake
Sawyer Christian (see the case
study on the next page).
Technology
Technology can be used in kinetic
architecture to create adaptable
spaces. Timberlake and Christ
Church have motorized blinds to
cover the large north-facing
windows to allow varying degree of
natural light to enter the worship
space. They have motorized
projection screens that allow
flexibility in A/V functions. Even
mechanical systems can give a
space adaptability as with the large
high volume low speed (HVLS) fan
at Timberlake that allows the youth
space to be used for activities.

Motorized garage doors

It’s all about the budget
Church projects tend to have limited budgets because the needs invariably exceed the available funds. And
funding for churches generally comes from the sacrificial giving of the members. These strategies of
Expandability, Adaptability and Flexibility are our greatest tools to help us meet the project budget. For example,
there might be a church who needs a new sanctuary, fellowship hall and gymnasium, but they can’t afford to
build all three. So we can create a space that can be used by at least 2 of these large functions. If the sanctuary
needs to be dedicated sacred space, we can make the gymnasium double as a fellowship hall. Or as we did at
Our Savior’s Baptist in Federal Way, the worship center doubles as a fellowship hall.
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case study
Lake Sawyer Christian Church is a great
project to illustrate Flexibility or Multi-use of
space as well as Adaptability and
Expandability.

Phase I Exterior

We provided a master plan and phasing plan
for this new church building on a new site.
With a 40% impervious limit, steep slopes and
wetlands (including associated buffers), and
the rural location with no utilities (requiring
large on-site septic), creativity was needed to
make sure all of the building functions and
parking could fit on the site in reasonable
phases.
The main auditorium is a full multipurpose
facility, accommodating worship, fellowship
and gymnasium functions all in one space.
This was critical in the initial phase because
the limited budget required that the main
space had to work for all of these large
functions.

Phase I Auditorium Interior

To make this work, we designed the
backboards to fold into cabinets that also
provide architectural and acoustical design
elements. We used wood floor with carpet
around the perimeter and room shaping to
make the space more comfortable for
worship. And we used a movable tech booth,
protection of lights and A/V equipment, and
even a thrust stage on wheels that revolves
under the main stage when not in use.
The church uses comfortable stacking chairs
for worship and we provided ample table and
chair storage for when the spaces is used for
sports.

Movable thrust stage

Modular Classroom Buildings

Modular Construction
One other means of providing expandability
and adaptability on the site is the use of
modular construction. There were not
enough funds available to build the classroom
wing of the project in Phase I, so the church
incorporated four portable classroom
buildings to meet the need for Sunday school
space.
Although we did not design the modular
buildings for this project, we have done other
projects using this technique, including the
award-winning modular design for Shoreline
School District. The buildings were fabricated
in the warehouse, shipped to the site on
trucks, and assembled on site. This
minimized on-site construction time, and the
buildings can be moved in the future.
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Planning a project?
If you are planning a project, or if you would like further
explanation of concepts introduced in this article, we would like to
be a resource for you.
Please call or email us to schedule a free 45-minute phone
consultation. You can send us a PDF of your current floor plan and
any ideas you may be considering, and we can discuss the process,
provide information on feasibility issues, and brainstorm the project
with you.

